The Challenge
The internet is an essential tool and a basic need of every employee. However, the browser has become the most
dangerous attack vector, when even websites considered ‘safe’ are found to serve malware.
When more than 80% of the attacks are targeted directly at end-users, utilizing web traffic or malicious URLs, a
new approach is required.
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The Solution: Crusoe Isolation Platform

Crusoe is the leading solution of Internet Isolation.
Crusoe is the only solution that provides complete web isolation, including
applications, Outlook images, Smart Cards and peripherals etc.
Isolation technology eliminates all web threats from the workstation.
Isolation is the best solution and security measure available to mitigate
hackers and attacks whilst providing your organization with a bulletproof
network that cannot be penetrated by any malware, virus, or any other type
of malicious code.
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Key Advantages
• The only complete web isolation in the world
• 100% safety - Stops end-user infection by isolating the endpoint from web and email content and
include Web Applications Isolation
• Native User Experience - Allows the employee to easily access web content and applications they
require to be productive
• Agentless – does not require anything to be installed
• Designed to scale – On premise, Cloud and Hybrid configuration
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Solution highlights

We Provide protection from two vectors:
Inbound – Bulletproof protection from malicious code and APT from the web
Outbound – No data can get out from the workstation so your privacy is complete. Also, no communication can
be established with the Command & Control center of the attacker, preventing activation of Ransomware and
other types of APT.
The basic idea is that instead of dealing with the threats, the Crusoe solution isolates them from the organization’s
network to an external environment (DMZ or Cloud).
Crusoe uses its propriety HTML5 technology and can also integrate to other virtualization technologies like
Microsoft RDP, Citrix or VMware, using its Hybrid technology.
Crusoe works in both on-premise and cloud configuration.

About Us
Crusoe Security solves, once and for all, the browser security risks with a breakthrough Web
Isolation technology.
The technology allows users to work safely by eliminating threats such as Malware and
Phishing from the Internet and the email.
The company has one of the most experienced teams in the world in the field of Web
Isolation, in order to create the most advanced and suitable product for organizations who
want to change the rules of the game, without changing the user experience.
Crusoe can be found in leading organizations from various sectors such as financial,
government, services and industrial.
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